Blockchain for Sustainable Development is a registered 501(c)3
tax-exempt Colorado nonprofit Corporation

3343 Larimer street #500, Denver, CO 80205 USA
+1.720.383.4653 | info@b4sd.org

Volunteer / Internship
Application

Blockchain for Sustainable Development (B4SD) accepts applications from volunteers and interns on a
rolling basis. Please complete this form and email to annie@b4sd.org in order to apply as a volunteer or
intern at B4SD. Expect one to four weeks response time on all applications.
1. Name:
2. Email:
3. Address:
4. Citizenship(s):
5. Phone:
6. Skype:
7. Linkedin / Professional Website:
8. Facebook / Insta (if public profile):
9. Existing Company Name (optional):
10. Position at Company (optional):
11. Company Website (optional):
12. Expertise. What is(are) your area(s) of expertise as it relates to blockchain, technology, sustainable
development, environmental law or human rights?

13. Skills. What other skills can you bring to B4SD for the management and development of the
organization?

14. Employment. List 3 relevant recent jobs or projects (dates) (location) (involvement) (links) OR (“see
resume”):

15. Education. List your educational background OR (“see resume”):

16. Time. How much time do you have available to volunteer with B4SD weekly?

17. Commitment. How long can you likely dedicate this amount of weekly time to B4SD (ie.
term/length)?

18. Opportunities. Are you potentially interested in long-term work opportunities with B4SD, whether
paid or unpaid, in the future?

19. Onboarding. When can you start?

20. Ability. Do you generally complete assignments on time?

21. Work. Do you feel you are able to produce quality work product on behalf of B4SD, contribute to the
organizations development of B4SD in line with its mission and purpose, and accept direction from
B4SD organizers and directors?

22. Compensation. Do you understand that B4SD is a nonprofit organization recruiting volunteers to
assist in our development, and as such, no payment or educational credits are guaranteed for any work
conducted on behalf or for B4SD?
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23. HR. Do you understand that you are required to follow the rules and policies established in the B4SD
volunteer handbook, including a ban on political statements, speaking on behalf of B4SD, making
decisions on behalf of B4SD, complying with our corporate policies, and others?

24. Criminal Record. Have you ever been convicted of a felony (or charged with any violent crime)
anywhere in the world? If yes, please provide a brief explanation in a separate attachment. (an answer
in the affirmative is NOT a bar from qualification, however any misrepresentation related to this
question shall result in automatic termination if discovered.)

25. Blockchain. Explain blockchain in 3 sentences or less (in your own words please… relax, this is not a
test.):

26. United Nations. What is the United Nations (one sentence):

27. SDGs. What are the UN Sustainable Development Goals (2 sentences or less):

28. SDG. If you had to choose one UN Sustainable Development Goal towards which to pursue impact,
and no other, which would it be and why?

29. Your Vision. What/who/where is your favorite tree, plant, animal, celestial body, philosopher,
author, book, country, religious tradition, cultural festival, molecule, scientist, food, website, or
invention, and WHY, in 2 sentences or less? (ie. what makes you who you are, and how do we
remember something cool about you before our first meeting.)
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